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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

Over the last two decades, Amedeo Guillet (1909–2010) has been
turned into a public and military hero. His exploits as a guerrilla leader
in Italian East Africa in 1941 have been exaggerated to forge a narrative
of an honourable resistance against overwhelming odds. Thereby,
Guillet has been showcased as a romanticized colonial explorer who
was an apolitical and timeless Italian oﬃcer. He has been compared to
Lawrence of Arabia in order to raise his international visibility, while his
genuine Italian brand is perpetuated domestically. By elevating him to
an oﬃcial role model, the Italian Army has gained a focal point for
military heroism that was also acceptable in the public memory as the
embodiment of a ‘glorious’ defeat narrative.
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Italy is not renowned for its military heroes. The armed forces are frequently demeaned, while
their history receives little serious research. Still, myths of war and heroic ﬁgures have been
cornerstones of national identities across the world. In Europe, soldiers could attain such a
status, as long as victory (or defeat) was honorable and continued the legacy of the chivalric
ethos.1 In fact, victory on the battleﬁeld was no precondition for mythological signiﬁcance:
the Spartans’ struggle at Thermopylae and other ‘last stands’ provided heroic tales of ‘glorious
defeats’.2 In Italy, Giuseppe Garibaldi (1807–82) was the archetype of a modern hero. As a
successful military leader, he failed as a politician, but has remained a powerful mythical
ﬁgure.3 Italy’s colonial endeavors stimulated the creation of new heroes – even if they died on
the battleﬁeld: Major Pietro Toselli’s stand at Amba Alagi (1895) or Lieutenant Colonel
Tommaso De Cristoforis’ at Dogali (1887) were enshrined as glorious defeats in the public
and military memory.4 Also in Britain and Germany, romantic colonial beliefs spurred the
promotion of T. E. Lawrence (1888–1935) and Paul von Lettow-Vorbeck (1870–1964) into
national heroes. Even in the age of industrialized mass armies and anonymous slaughter in
the twentieth century, the individual combatant has remained an important symbol in the
military realm.5 While the First World War commemoration placed an emphasis on the
Unknown Soldier, the conﬂict also gave birth to the myth surrounding Enrico Toti, a onelegged Bersaglieri volunteer who was killed in 1916.6 In regards to the Second World War,
today’s Italian Army has listed six individuals as oﬃcial role models. Among them is Amedeo
Guillet (1909–2010), who is presented as a dashing cavalry oﬃcer, guerrilla leader in Italian
East Africa (Africa Orientale Italiana, or AOI) in 1941, and loyal diplomat of the First
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Republic after the war.7 Over recent years, more attention has been paid to him. Yet, even the
most detailed works were rather uncritical popular histories.8 Likewise, none of these works
analysed why and how Guillet became a publicly renowned hero and oﬃcial role model.
Therefore, this article will ﬁrst investigate Guillet’s military career and his guerrilla
operations in 1941 – on which his fame was built. Secondly, the way, the protagonists and
the methods of his late rediscovery will be examined. The following will argue that his military
activities in 1941 were negligible, but the myth of a noble struggle (even under Mussolini’s
regime) was intertwined with historical interpretations of Italy’s colonial past and contemporary conﬂicts in the Horn of Africa in the 1990s. Guillet has to be placed in line with other
Italian colonial heroes, but his portrayal as a gentleman warrior was supplemented by his long
peacetime career, which served to classify him as more than a spirited military leader – also in
comparison to T. E. Lawrence, Lettow-Vorbeck or Orde Wingate (1902–44), the British
expert on irregular warfare who helped organize the Ethiopian rebels in AOI. Thereby, his
service in post-war Italy turned him into an acceptable role model beyond the military sphere.
At a time when the First Republic was discredited and the past renegotiated, the public
memory was receptive to new heroic ﬁgures from ‘bygone times’.

A role-model cavalry oﬃcer
In 1909, Baron Amedeo Guillet d’Albigny was born into a family of Savoyan high
aristocracy, where military service to King and Patria had a long tradition. His uncle had
been a corps commander during the First World War, and subsequently helped his close
friend, the Fascist leader Italo Balbo (1896–1940), to professionalize the militia.9 Amedeo
junior also chose the military profession and aided by his uncle, the aspiring rider served in
the Abyssinian War (1935–6) instead of continuing his preparations for the Berlin
Olympics. Guillet was wounded and decorated for bravery as commander of an indigenous
cavalry unit (the so-called spahys). His experiences set the stage for a life-long fascination
with Africa and the Arab world.10 Guillet also fought in the Spanish Civil War. He later
denied any ideological fervour, but acknowledged that he had considered a communist
victory neither favourable for Spain, nor for Europe.11 Guillet took part in the battles for
Santander and Teruel, but from his biographers we learn very little about his time in
Spain.12 Afterwards he was based in Libya and Italian East Africa, where his experiences in
commanding and incorporating indigenous forces were needed to suppress an ongoing
insurgency. After the Abyssinian War, Italy had established an interconnected Empire in
the Horn of Africa – without fully pacifying the territory. Rome had ordered the killing of
anyone found with arms, but Guillet followed a diﬀerent road and oﬀered rebels a pardon if
they changed sides or lay down their arms. This meant disobeying orders, but the Duke of
Aosta (1898–1942), viceroy, governor-general and a close friend, shielded him and supported the approach. In fact, the Duke ordered him to establish an indigenous light cavalry
unit (Gruppo Bande Amhara a cavallo). Guillet communicated with his men in Arabic and
soon earned the nickname ‘Devil Commander’.
The outbreak of the Second World War found the Italian forces in East Africa unprepared. Surrounded and cut oﬀ from supplies, the Duke of Aosta faced an unpromising
campaign.13 After the Italian conquest of British Somaliland (3–19 August 1940), the
fortunes turned in late 1940. By overcoming the tenacious Italian resistance at Keren on
the Eritrean front in March 1941, the British opened the way to Asmara and Massawa. At
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the same time, the Duke of Aosta had surrendered at Amba Alagi in May 1941, while some
isolated Italian strongholds continued their static defence against British troops and
Abyssinian irregulars until November 1941.14
Guillet fought on the northern front (today vaguely Eritrea and some northern
provinces of Ethiopia) and distinguished himself when his cavalry unit was ordered to
cover the Italian retreat towards Agordat in January 1941. Despite the mission’s almost
suicidal character, Guillet personally led the charge against superior British forces. His
close friend, Lieutenant Renato Togni, was posthumously awarded the Gold Medal for
Military Valor, after commanding an attack with 30 men to secure the regrouping of
Guillet’s force. The British described it as ‘the most gallant aﬀair until now in this war’15
and buried Togni with military honors.16 Uncritical scholarship and a lack of primary
sources have inﬂated the numbers, thereby creating a myth of a 1500-man cavalry
attack.17 In fact, Guillet charged with 600 men of his banda amhara and Togni’s group
was even smaller.18 In sum, the charge bought time for the retreating Italian infantry, but
had a rather limited impact on the British forces.19 Guillet was promoted to Captain after
the battles at Keru and Keren in spring 1941, but the days of Italian rule in the Horn were
numbered.
Still, some Italian and native troops continued to ﬁght even after the fall of Asmara
in April 1941. British reports show that one Italian cell was largely destroyed in
November 1941 and there were only some whose remnants made their way to the
last stronghold in Gondar.20 Other scattered units continued sporadic acts of sabotage
even after the fall of Gondar, but serious scholarship on the scale and intensity is still
needed.21 Additionally, one must diﬀerentiate between political ‘underground’ movements and actual guerrilla resistance.22 The historian Nicola Labanca judged that these
‘handful of men’ who were ‘considered heroes by the Italians, were in reality ﬁghting a
hopeless ﬁght’.23 Guillet had managed to evade captivity in May and gathered some of
his men to form a resistance group – whose actions will be analysed below.
In late October 1941 Guillet dissolved his banda and crossed the Red Sea into neutral
Yemen, where he befriended the Imam before returning to Italy in September 1943. He
deemed the losses in Africa Orientale, Libya and even Stalingrad merely as ‘local defeats’
and wanted to be parachuted back into Abyssinia.24 Events of 8 September 1943 cancelled
these plans, but the new government in the South was interested in his abilities. He joined
the intelligence service of the Southern Kingdom as Major and also conducted operations
behind German lines – on which we possess very little information. After the war, he
oversaw the conditions and possible repatriation of the remaining Italian citizens in Eritrea.
Here, he encountered some of his former British enemies who were pleased to welcome
him.25 After the monarchy was abolished in a referendum in 1946, Guillet, like other
aristocratic oﬃcers who still felt bound by their oath to the King, quit the military and
joined the diplomatic corps (in 1947).26 His main area of expertise became the Arab world.
Until 1975, he served in Egypt, Yemen, Jordan, Morocco and India, thereafter spending
much of his retirement rather quietly in Ireland.27

Setting the desert on ﬁre?
Guillet’s activities in 1941 have led to many mythical descriptions of an all-out guerrilla
war. Yet, how much do we actually know about the scale and intensity of these
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operations? In fact, it remains diﬃcult to measure, if Guillet’s eﬀorts to undermine
British control over Eritrea were outstanding. Assessing his (and other) guerrilla
campaigns poses several problems. As he relied on indigenous forces, there were no
written commands or memoirs; the British ﬁles also provide little information. The
most detailed accounts, by Segre and O’Kelly, both trusted Guillet’s memory on the
‘eight month’ operations, but left many questions unanswered. Guillet’s testimony of
1949 simply spoke of an ‘eﬃcient guerrilla activity against the British supply lines, until
[it was abandoned due to] strained resources, many wounded and sick’.28 On the other
hand, wartime accounts on guerrilla activity in AOI were rare and did not mention
Guillet,29 although O’Kelly claimed that ‘his fame had spread widely in AOI’.30
Nevertheless, these operations have acquired legendary status over the last two decades.
It appears that Guillet spontaneously started this struggle in late May 1941. Some reports
suggest that he had read about the deeds of T. E. Lawrence and Paul von Lettow-Vorbeck
during the First World War and was inspired by their approach.31 In any regard, he rallied
100 former askari to resume the ﬁght and stripped himself of his Italian identity and
uniform.32 In early June, his group attacked four convoys coming from Kassala, ‘during
which a number of soldiers [were] killed and three lorries’ – which had mostly contained
tobacco and whisky – were ‘looted and and burned out’.33 According to O’Kelly:
On another occasion, the Asmara to Agordat railway had been sabotaged. The rails had
been thrown down a gorge and the train ﬁred upon. Telegraph lines were cut; a road
bridge – the Ponte Aosta, near Ghinda, had been damaged by a mine; and lorries traveling
towards Massawa had been shot at. The attacks were never pressed. Every time patrols
were sent out, the guerrillas disappeared into the hills.34

This description constitutes one of the most detailed operational accounts, but hardly
conveys an impression of a ruthless guerrilla war. Indeed, there are seldom speciﬁcs on the
‘campaign’, apart from occasional statements of ‘activity’ or one detailed account of Guillet
evading detention.35 Already by August – after eight weeks – ‘his men did not keep camp
any more, but were widely dispersed throughout sympathetic villages’.36 After having
nearly been killed in an ambush, Guillet decided to hide on an Italian settler’s farm,37
where he recovered for the following two months with Kadija, his native love aﬀair and
‘warrior bride’. During this period, he would ‘go oﬀ to ﬁnd his men’ every couple of weeks
to conduct operations, such as blowing a crater in a road (which the British readily
repaired).38 After a search mission on the farm, led by the British intelligence oﬃcer
Sigmund Reich, Guillet decided he could not expose his friend (and his men) to further
dangers.39 He gathered his troops near Ghinda in ‘late October’ 1941 and dissolved the
group, which at this point was made up of around 30 physically torn down men.40 Guillet
thanked his ‘brothers in arms’ and voiced his pride at having remained ‘undefeated’.41 He
argued that the operations were not over, but simply suspended, as the war in North Africa
was seemingly tipping in the Axis’ favour.
In conclusion, Guillet’s operations spanned ﬁve months from early June until late
October 1941 – with a marked decline since August – which leaves two months of
noteworthy activity by a maximum of 100 men. The total number of sabotage acts, ﬁre
incidents and raids appears to have been around a dozen – hardly the scale of
Lawrence’s Arab Revolt that involved tens of thousands combatants or Orde
Wingate’s activities on the Ethiopian side. Therefore, it is more than doubtful that
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the guerrilla actions were a ‘strong burden’42 for the British, and that Guillet was tying
down ‘several divisions’,43 with an ‘eﬃcient guerrilla activity’.44 In fact, the British War
Secretary decided in May 1941 to shift attention and troops to the North African
theatre, acting ‘on the assumption that no organized resistance continues in the
whole area of East Africa south of the Egyptian border’, and therefore recommended
the ‘substitution of police for military units’.45 The often-conveyed impression that
these guerrilla actions had any signiﬁcance in summer 1941 – while the British were
routed in North Africa (and Greece) and Hitler attacked the Soviet Union – is illusory.
Nonetheless, this illusion of a signiﬁcant private guerrilla war still endures, but how it
came about has never been investigated.

Forging a hero?
In the aftermath of the Second World War, Guillet’s guerrilla operations were largely
forgotten. Initially, the Duke of Aosta was used as a heroic symbol, but over the last
decades Guillet has become a widely celebrated ﬁgure.46 As mentioned above, he
became an expert on the Arab world, but his prominence remained conﬁned to a
certain elite and the small circles of former settlers who cherished the colonial past.47
He was mentioned sporadically for his warm relations with the Eritreans or in the
context of the cavalry charge at Keru.48 However, the early Italian service histories on
the East African Campaign (1952, reprinted in 1971) discussed his unit’s counter-attack
at Keru in one sentence, without his name or much pathos.49 Some British accounts
were slightly more detailed, but often discredited him as a Fascist.50 Guillet also made
headlines when he was present during a bloody coup attempt against the Moroccan
king in 1971. Afterwards, he gave a phone interview to La Stampa. The front-page
article cited his guerrilla experience as reason for his calmness during the coup, but
neither mentioned Keru, nor elaborated on his experiences. The article wrongly stated
that he had been taken prisoner and returned to Kuwait after ﬂeeing a POW camp in
India.51 When he was appointed as envoy to India around the same time, the British
Embassy in Rome reported that Ambassador Guillet was ‘not known to any’ of the staﬀ,
and the short curriculum vitae not only misspelt his name, but contained no information on his military career and deeds during the war.52 Thus, in contrast to other
individuals who had been elevated as war heroes during and immediately after the
conﬂict, Guillet had remained largely unknown.
In order to ﬁnd out how his fame came about one has to look closer at the doyen of
Italian journalism, Indro Montanelli (1909–2001). Montanelli possessed a weakness for
cavalry charges and heroic gestures. As a war correspondent, he was crucial in creating the
legend of the Polish cavalry charge against German tanks at Krojatny on 1 September 1939.
His sensationalist (to say the least) article in the Corriere della Sera was picked up by
German propaganda to display Polish inferiority and created a long-enduring myth. Yet, it
was not only the desperate beau geste that Montanelli gloriﬁed.53 He applauded collective
ones, for example the Finnish resistance in the Winter War 1939–40, or the Hungarian
Uprising in 1956, which he both observed ﬁrst hand.
Montanelli had brieﬂy encountered Guillet in 1936, when he served voluntarily as a
company commander in the XX Eritrean Battalion during the conquest of Abyssinia.54
Montanelli remained apologetic about Italian colonialism for the better part of his life
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and repeatedly described it as the ‘most humane of all’.55 He denied that war crimes had
been committed during the Abyssinian War, until the crushing burden of evidence
made him change his mind in 199656 – a fact which should not be forgotten when one
analyses his promotion of Guillet as a role model hero. Indeed, Montanelli had written
quite early about him57 and aired his disappointment that the disregard of lost wars also
aﬀects true acts of heroism, like the charge at Keru. Montanelli also cited the cavalry
attack at Izbushenskij58 as well as the battle of Keren in one of his popular books.59 But
Guillet was only referenced on one page and was not portrayed as a romantic, let alone
successful, guerrilla leader. Still, Montanelli was fundamental for his heroization during
the 1990s. He mentioned him in numerous articles in the Corriere della Sera, and
repeated his argument from the 1950s that ‘heroes of lost wars are quickly forgotten’.60
In addition to Montanelli’s articles, his friend Vittorio Dan Segre’s (1922–2014)
biography on Guillet laid the foundation for his wider recognition. The backgrounds
of Montanelli and Segre are essential: both were key ﬁgures in founding the newspaper
Il Giornale (with the preﬁx Nuovo until 1984), in protest against a perceived shift to the
left at the Corriere della Sera. Segre was a former enemy, but also a fellow countryman.
Born into a wealthy assimilated Jewish family, his father had been decorated as
volunteer in the First World War, and became an early supporter of Fascism. Segre
grew up in this nationalist environment, and desired to attend the military academy to
serve the Savoyan dynasty, which embodied emancipation and freedom for Italian Jews
since the Risorgimento.61 The racial laws forced him to migrate to Palestine in
September 1939, where he enlisted in the British Army in 1941. Segre is often portrayed
as an operational British Intelligence oﬃcer at the time of Guillet’s guerrilla war, as if he
were directly working against him.62 In fact, Segre was rather bored by his basic
infantry training in 1941, before he was assigned as speaker to a radio propaganda
unit (of the intelligence branch) that was broadcasting to Italy.63 Later he served in
Cairo, was involved in the preparations for the Sicily landings, and was deployed to his
home soil thereafter. Yet, he met Guillet only brieﬂy in Naples in 1943 and 1946.64 Like
him, he became a successful diplomat after the war (for Israel).
Segre’s monograph was ﬁrst published in February 1993 and the last (9th) edition
dates from May 2012. When he was asked in an interview why Guillet had been
forgotten this long, Segre answered that it was because he
represents the antithesis of everything that the self-ﬂagellating Italy has been the last
twenty years. But if there is a moment in which she needs an example for virtues, it is
today: this is why I have written this book.65

The end of the Cold War and the demise of the First Republic led to many debates
about the country’s past. The country’s ruling class had been shaken by a wide-ranging
scandal and the bygone antagonism of the Cold War gave way to new political
developments, which in some cases led to an uncritical appraisal of the Fascist
period.66 Thus, it is important to note the societal context in which Guillet was
rediscovered as a symbol for Italian heroism and dignity in defeat. Guillet himself
argued that his cooperation with Segre was motivated by thinking
of today’s youth, that has been kept in the dark after the war about all the campaigns in
which our armed forces took part in. Hence, they forget that also a country that lost a war
has nonetheless episodes and individuals worth honoring and acknowledging.67
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Thus, both used the same argument that Montanelli had put forth from the beginning and perpetuated the mystiﬁed narrative of a glorious defeat.
The book received much praise, which, however, was often not as critical as it should
have been. One journalist even argued that the guerrilla war had lasted ‘almost two years’68
– instead of the actual ﬁve months (June to October 1941). A review in the leading military
journal (Rivista Militare) lauded Guillet as an ‘atypical’ Italian, mainly for embracing local
customs.69 The same author complimented Segre’s book as ‘impartial’, and admired
Guillet’s sacriﬁce, chivalry and ‘desperate actions’ against overwhelming forces.70 The
interest aroused by Segre’s biography also prompted public speeches by Guillet, which
boosted his popularity – also within the military. In 1994, Guillet praised the heroic and
desperate campaign in AOI in one of his rare appearances in front of young oﬃcers at the
military academy in Modena. He called on them to remember this ‘unfortunate, but
glorious campaign’ – which even their former enemies still cherished, due to the valour
and sense of duty the Italian soldiers had shown.71
Sebastian O’Kelly, an Irish journalist who runs a website on Guillet, was another vital
protagonist. He ﬁrst met him after an interview with Montanelli in 1995 – where Segre
was also present.72 O’Kelly became a close friend of Guillet and repeatedly spent time
with him in Ireland. The Italian edition of his book was presented at the oﬃcer’s club in
the Palazzo Barberini in Rome on 27 June 2002. It was hosted by the Defence Minister
Antonio Martino, Renato Togni’s sister was also present and General Franco Angioni,
commander of the Italian peacekeeping contingent in Lebanon 1982–4, held a laudation. Thus, past and present were linked. The book was also reviewed with much
sympathy, especially in the Corriere della Sera, where its British origins were delightfully
noted.73 O’Kelly’s nationality found repeated mentioning as it appeared that Guillet was
more widely commemorated by his former enemies than his own countrymen.
Besides the two monographs and Montanelli’s smaller pieces, it was primarily Sergio
Romano, another former diplomat and éminence grise of Italian journalism, who continuously cherished Guillet.74 He demanded his inclusion in school curricula, as he considered
him to be a hero who can instill Italians with pride and erase their deep-seated skepticism
about their (military) history.75 The renowned journalist Aldo Cazzullo also repeatedly
honoured Guillet’s charge at Keru,76 and cited him as an illustration that ‘it was possible to
ﬁght well in the Second World War without becoming the Nazis’ puppet’.77 Thereby, an
attempt was made to decouple Guillet’s military deeds and personality from Fascism, while
upholding his soldierly performance and values. Along similar lines, Guillet himself had
argued that even though the Second World War ‘was a mistake, it was my duty to ﬁght [. . .]
I would do it all again’.78 Consequently, remarks about Guillet went much further than
simply elevating his role in the East African campaign. His reputation was used for general
remarks about the Italian Army, the Second World War, timeless military values and other
individual heroes.

An Italian Lawrence?
Whenever Montanelli answered letters that vaguely touched upon military questions in
his legendary sub-section in the Corriere della Sera, he repeatedly named Luigi Durand
de la Penne (1914–92)79 and Guillet as inspiring heroes.80 He claimed that it is ‘false to
say the Italians are good soldiers but always betrayed by their bad leaders’.81 Rather one
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has to understand that in a ‘mass of unsoldierly ﬁgures there are heroes, who were
ﬁghting as much against themselves as against the enemy and managed to become
protagonists in luminous episodes, characters such as De la Penne and Guillet’.82 In
contrast to the Germans, the Italians had never been a collective warrior race,
Montanelli argued, and ‘our military glory has always a ﬁrst and last name – Durand
de la Penne, Guillet, Muti,83 etc. – because they were deeds by individual heroes’.84
Individuals, Montanelli resumed, that make him proud to be Italian.85 He concluded
that if ‘instead of Italy, Guillet would have had the British Empire behind him, he would
have become a second Lawrence’.86 In fact, the comparison to Lawrence has been
drawn recurrently,87 but opinions on characterizing Guillet as an ‘Italian Lawrence’
have remained divided.
The journalist Stefano Malatesta also likened Guillet to cavalry ﬁgures like Friedrich
Wilhelm von Seydlitz (1721–73) and Lord Raglan (1788–1855), and their ‘military
dandyism’.88 But in Guillet’s case ‘there was no photographer, like it happened to Lawrence,
who could have made him famous while he was giving the signal for a charge’.89 The assertion
that Guillet had been cheated of his glory augmented the unwillingness to subordinate him to
other, more famous, heroes. Dan Segre preferred a comparison with Lettow-Vorbeck, a leader
who never surrendered despite the fact that he was cut oﬀ from supplies, while Lawrence had
(allegedly) been able to count on the support of a whole Empire.90 Guillet, some argued, was
superior to Lawrence, and not only in terms of speaking Arabic. He was not ‘an archaeologist
in an oﬃcer’s uniform’, but a real soldier who ‘never paid money for the loyalty of a single
soldier and never participated in power games’.91 Guillet’s defendants often overlooked the
diﬀerent scale and importance of the two revolts. Yet, the comparison to Lawrence corresponds with the ‘noble explorer’ narrative, understanding and embracing the local culture,
which includes his love aﬀair with the indigenous Kadija.92
The attraction of Lawrence and Lettow-Vorbeck in Britain and Germany after the First
World War was without comparison in Italy. The closest resemblance was the portrayal of
Rodolfo Graziani (1882–1955) as colonial victor and ‘self-made soldier’ in Libya in the
1920s.93 However, his ruthless conduct and allegiance to Mussolini made him unsuitable
for the function of a romanticized condottiere after 1945. Guillet, however, could be sold as
a gentleman-warrior-turned-democrat-and-ambassador and his aristocratic background
added to the aura of a hero ‘from a diﬀerent age’, as O’Kelly put it, who had been ‘too
conservative to be Fascist’.94 Also, his former enemies in East Africa – e.g. Max Harari and
Sigmund Reich – were attributed with a cosmopolitan ﬂair of bygone times.95 Their
similarity to Guillet, as a cultured, aristocratic, romantic and cosmopolitan adventurersoldier also applies to Montanelli and Segre. Indeed, the close friendship between Guillet
and Harari after the war can be paralleled with that between Montanelli and Segre, who was
also a close friend of the ‘Devil Commander’.96 : a circle resembling a ‘World from
Yesterday’. Accordingly, the narrative on Guillet placed an emphasis on overcoming old
enmities and he was depicted as a respectful and respected oﬃcer.97

Elder hero and elder statesman?
Despite the rather late rise to eminence as a public hero Guillet even gained political
importance. In 2000, on occasion of the 140th anniversary of the foundation of Italy,
then-President Carlo Ciampi decided to honour three esteemed veterans with the
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reintroduced Knight of the Grand Cross of the Italian Military Order: Admiral Vittorio
Patrelli Campagnano (1917–2013); Air Force General Paolo Moci (1911–2002); and
General Amedeo Guillet.98 This made Guillet the most decorated living Italian soldier
with ﬁve Silver Medals for Military Valor, one in bronze, ﬁve War Crosses and several
other awards. Ciampi later declared that active soldiers need values and role models, as
Italy was about to renew its commitments in international operations after the attacks
of 11 September 2001.99 With this ‘presidential stamp’, Guillet became a vital symbol
for Italy’s relation to her former colony, Eritrea. The country gained its independence
from Ethiopia after a long and bloody struggle in 1993, but hostilities re-emerged
between 1998 and 2000.100 In face of the bloodshed during the Ethiopian-Eritrean
War, Sergio Romano reinterpreted Italian history in the Horn as a stabilizing and
fruitful colonization eﬀort comparable to the American conquest of the West.101
Indeed, many press reports showed a clear bias towards the Eritreans. Montanelli
deemed them as ‘more evolved and civilized’ than the Ethiopians and was full of praise
for their contemporary and past military performance.102 Segre drew historical parallels
to Guillet’s asymmetrical war. He advised the Eritreans to rely on their traditional
strengths in guerrilla warfare,103 while the historian Angelo Del Boca compared the
Italian defence at Keren with the Eritreans’ in 2000.104 Similarly, the material disadvantage of the ‘nephews of the old askari’ was paralleled with the Italian inferiority visà-vis the British in 1940–1.105
When the Eritrean President Isaias Afwerki visited Rome in 1999, he desired to meet
the ‘Devil Commander’ and subsequently invited him to Eritrea. Accompanied by his
biographer Sebastian O’Kelly, he was given the reception of a Head of State from 14 to
21 March 2000. He visited Italian war cemeteries, old and new battleﬁelds, and shook
hands with former askari. Guillet praised the Eritreans as ‘Prussians of Africa, without
the defects of the Prussians’ and the press re-interpreted the campaign in 1941 as the
beginning of the Eritrean freedom struggle,106 and highlighted the good memory and
excellent contemporary bilateral relations. The Italians, Guillet in particular, were even
seen as fore thinkers of Eritrean independence.107 After his visit, Guillet wrote a letter to
Montanelli, in which he thanked him for repeatedly mentioning the Eritrean struggle
for freedom – against communist Ethiopia and its Russian war materiel – and praised
the small country for embracing its colonial heritage with pride.108 The colonial past
and contemporary conﬂicts were thus mixed and interpreted freely with a gentleman’s
attitude towards historical facts.
Guillet’s trip paved the way for further military visits. In 2002, the Eritrean Ministry
of Defence invited Italian military delegations to visit old battleﬁelds and cemeteries.
The participants were mostly active or retired Alpini (Mountain Infantry) who attended
ceremonies in Asmara with former liberation ﬁghters and askari. Reports on subsequent travels also emphasized the friendship and joint remembrance, as well as the
good condition of the memorial sites and cemeteries, and underlined the task for
current Italian soldiers to uphold the heroic colonial heritage.109 The military-tomilitary exchanges worked both ways. The Alpini association welcomed both General
Sabat Efrem, then Eritrean Defence Minister, and President Isaias Afwerki at their
congresses in 2003 and 2004 respectively. In a letter to L’Alpino, the mountain infantry’s
magazine, a reader declared the Eritrean delegation’s presence as an ‘evident sign of the
ﬁnest impression the Italians have left in these areas’.110 Historical blurriness was not
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the only concern: current problems in Eritrea were also overlooked. After leading the
Eritrean People’s Liberation Front against Ethiopia, Afwerki became President of an
independent Eritrea in 1993 and shoulders one of the worst human-rights records
possible. This close relationship is also questionable due to UN suspicions that Italy
circumvented the arms embargo to Eritrea.111 It should not come as a surprise that
many Eritreans ﬂee their home country and attempt to settle in Europe. Aldo Cazzullo
has argued that historical reasons necessitate solidarity with the Eritrean nation –
particularly due to the long ‘brotherhood in arms’.112 Interestingly, the Italian colonial
legacy was not seen as reason to pay special attention to Eritreans in need, but their role
(and the myth) of their ﬁdelity as askari.
Guillet’s political signiﬁcance beneﬁtted his inclusion into collective memory. In
2004, he was the subject of an exhibition113 and a popular RAI programme (La
storia siamo noi) devoted a documentary to him in 2008. Elisabetta Castana’s ﬁlm
featuring the ‘Devil Commander’ risked running short on superlatives even at its
start. To the movie themes of The Last of the Mohicans and Lawrence of Arabia,
Guillet was celebrated as a courageous, valorous hero in a desperate struggle and
whose askari followed him loyally. The documentary highlighted his closeness to the
Eritreans and their will to ﬁght for freedom (from the Ethiopians) – which added
an aura of righteousness to Guillet’s guerrilla endeavour. In a 2011 documentary,
co-produced by the Italian Cavalry Association, he was even described as a ‘national
hero for the Eritreans’. For the cavalry, Guillet stayed a ‘living monument’ and
symbolized romantic nostalgia.114 In 2003, he became honorary president of the
Cavalry Association and in a review of O’Kelly’s book, the association’s journal
claimed that they had always remembered him.115 One can ﬁnd repeated articles in
the last 20 years, but only two during the 1990s and even fewer mentions in the
decades before.116 Therefore, it seems that even the cavalry started to remember him
very late.
At the end of his life, however, Guillet was a widely acclaimed public ﬁgure. When he
turned 100, the narrative was set; the superlatives and praise could hardly improve, even
if attempts were made.117 The Cavalry Association lauded his ‘multiculturalism’ and
thanked his two biographers and President Ciampi for keeping the memory of Guillet
and his embodiment of the old cavalry spirit alive.118 On 7 February 2009, over 400
esteemed guests, including members of the royal family, gathered at the oﬃcers’ club in
Rome. Guillet expressed his gratitude at witnessing a ‘new spirit’ among the younger
generation, particularly those soldiers who had served in one of the recent peacekeeping
missions.119 He remarked that ‘a soldier’s duty is to ﬁght, however, for the defence of
the Patria. With the adversary one must and one can retain respectful and friendly
relations’.120 Therefore, his hearts-and-minds approach vis-à-vis Abyssinian rebels and
his ‘partnering’ with the Eritreans could be used as a blueprint for missions such as
Afghanistan. Guillet reached the biblical age of 101 and was widely commemorated
when he passed on 16 June 2010121 – even in Britain.122 The Italian Foreign Ministry
eulogized the life of a ‘20th century Italian hero’123 and the President lauded him as an
outstanding servant in war and peace.124 His oﬃcial commemoration by the Foreign
Ministry and inclusion in a list of the 150 most illustrious state oﬃcials is a further sign
of his eminent standing well beyond the military sphere.
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Conclusion
Amedeo Guillet was a modest gentleman with an outstanding military record who
served his country in war and peace. His life demonstrates the many facets and greytones of Italian history in the twentieth century, and his heroization in the 1990s speaks
for the Italian desire to ﬁnd ‘timeless’ values and symbols after many ruptures and
defeats.125 Yet, many facts about the scale and intensity of his guerrilla war have been
blurred by this late mystiﬁcation: he never commanded more than 100 men, in less than
two dozen engagements over a maximum period of six months – with a notable decline
in activity after eight weeks. His activities neither threatened the British position in
AOI, nor tied down a signiﬁcant number of forces. Guillet never actively promoted
such tales, let alone boasted with his deeds.126 His military endeavours were ﬁrst
‘rediscovered’ in the public (civilian) sphere, even before the military embraced him
as a role model.
Montanelli, Segre, Romano, O’Kelly and the presidential approval were essential in
this proces. Through books and newspaper articles, particularly in the 1990s and early
2000s, they elevated Guillet to public eminence. The general gist was very benevolent
and critical remarks were hardly ever made. Guillet deserves a scholarly biography,
which should also devote attention to more delicate questions, such as his role in the
Spanish Civil War or possible involvement in atrocities in Abyssinia. His life had the
beneﬁt of not being involved historically in more problematic events and theatres, as,
for example, the Italian occupation regime in the Balkans or the trauma of the 8
settembre. Guillet could therefore be portrayed as an adventurous nobleman, ‘humane
colonizer’ and dashing commander, yet an apolitical oﬃcer who was only loyal to King
and Patria. Indeed, it did no harm to his reputation when he publicly declared that he
had always remained a monarchist (in the presence of members of the royal family) at
the Palazzo Barberini in 2009.127 The comparison with T. E. Lawrence augmented his
standing at home and also abroad. Yet other authors demanded to establish him as the
‘last hero of Africa’ and not as a second-class version of a British archaeologist in
uniform.128 At the same time, his recognition by former enemies remained important.
It played into the Italian (military’s) desire for acknowledgment, and prestige, which,
coming from victorious British gentlemen-warriors, increased their own merit.
Once established, Guillet’s function as a role model reached beyond the memory of
Africa Orientale: it transcended into the public with a wider idea of Italian soldiers as
dashing heroes who courageously fought against all odds. Thereby he could be linked to
individuals such as the Duke of Aosta, Toti, De la Penne, De Cristoforis, Toselli and others.
However, Guillet retained a much greater impact beyond the military realm. His mythical
reputation was used to showcase an Italian ‘glorious defeat’ and to brush over shortcomings
in the army as an organic whole. Lucy Riall’s description of the Garibaldi myth can also be
applied to Guillet: the ‘purpose of the cult was to embody and publicize a political sense of
italianità, to identify an imaginary narrative of romantic heroism with a living, military
leader, and to encourage Italians to ‘regenerate themselves’”.129 The 1990s were a period of
national regeneration after the end of the Cold War and demise of the First Republic. In the
face of a delegitimized ruling class, a ﬁgure like Guillet could be used as an inspiration, a
role model for the military and a public hero who shed some positive light on the country’s
darkest period.
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